
The world’s only fully integrated range of 
wireless Assistive Technology devices.

www.pretorianuk.com



The range is huge- this is just some of it!
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 It allows access to computers and tablets, toy 
control, mains appliance control, AAC and 
much more!

 It is very easy to set up- as the name 
suggests!suggests!

 It can be configured for a single user, or for 
multi-user cooperation.

 It’s as flexible as your imagination.
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 SimplyWorks® Receive and Receive:2 plug 
directly into a USB port.

 Works with PCs, Macs and Chromebooks.

 They are functionally the same- it’s just a 
choice of format.

Did you know-

 Each supports up to 6 transmitters.

 It doesn’t matter what the transmitters

are- any 6 in any order. For example....

Did you know-
No drivers are 
required- ideal 
for managed 
computer 
suites used in 
many schools.
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 Receive (or Receive:2) and up to 6 switches.

 Two switches is a very common configuration 
for switch adapted software- scan and select.

Did you know-
Receive:2 and 
two 75mm 
wireless 
switches are 
available as a 
cost effective 
starter kit?

e.g. Enter

e.g. Space

 Switch function is set using a simple
display on the bottom of each 
switch.

 Choose from mouse, keyboard 
and gamepad switch functions.
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 If a user has the cognitive skill to use the 
cursor...

e.g. Left 
click

e.g. Right 
click or 

Choose 
from 
Trackball 
or Joystick

click or 
Draglock

 Perhaps add a keyboard.....
Did you know- the 
keyboard is made 
under licence by 
Clevy and is 
available either from 
Clevy or Pretorian.
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 Fact: Interactive Whiteboards are not that interactive!

 Make your classroom more interactive with a multi-
user configuration of SimplyWorks....

Or use 6 switches..
..or 6 keyboards..
..or a combination-
the choice is yours!
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 Pretorian produces SimplyWorks switches in 
125mm (5”) and 75mm (3”) diameter.

 If you need to use other types of switch with 
SimplyWorks- use Send.

 You can plug any switch into Send- for example 
squeeze switches, pillow switches, sip/puff etc...
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 No problem!

 For Android use Receive Micro. Just the same as 
Receive but with a micro-USB plug suitable for 
Android devices. Plug it in and a cursor appears, 
giving you access to all the SimplyWorks range on a 
tablet!*tablet!

*Not all Android tablets support this feature. Nexus is an 
ideal choice, or consult with Pretorian before purchasing 
your tablet.www.pretorianuk.com



 Yes!

 SimplyWorks for iPad is a ‘bridge’ between 
SimplyWorks and iOS.

 It’s a Bluetooth device that supports switch 
adapted app access and iOS Switch Control via 
switches or joystick...

 ...and the keyboard works too! ...and the keyboard works too!

All your 
SimplyWorks 

kit

Note: We only recommend using the SimplyWorks for iPad if you have lots of 
existing SimplyWorks kit that you want to use with an iPad. If not, please 

consider Pretorian’s dedicated iPad products.www.pretorianuk.com



 You can wirelessly control toys and other battery powered 
equipment with SimplyWorks

 Use either Control (1 output) or Control Pro (2 outputs)...

 Choose from Direct, Latched or Timed functions

 Control Pro also includes cooperative features.

Control
Pro

Did you know- if you pair a Joystick with Control or 
Control Pro you can use the stick as a ‘wobble switch’? 
Very useful for users who find switches difficult.

Control
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 Excitim makes a range of SimplyWorks toys 
(under license from Pretorian) with Control 
built into them- a truly wireless solution!

www.excitim.com



 Use Energise to control mains appliances.

 Anything from lamps in a domestic setting through to food 
mixers for inclusive classroom activities...

 Choose from Direct, Latched or Timed functions.

 Available with EU, UK and (coming soon) US sockets.

Did you know- by using wireless switches, the user is 
afforded the ultimate safety as there is no physical 
connection between the switch and mains appliance. 
Makes your classroom risk analysis easy!www.pretorianuk.com



 Use Smooth Talker with SimplyWorks switches- unlocks some 
of the unique features built into Smooth Talker such as 
Converse and Auditory Prompt modes.

 You can also pair  Smooth Talker with Control or Energise to 
give ‘rewards’ during particular messages....

Listen to 
Teddy sing!
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Mixing up your 
ingredients!
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 ...you can even pair it with Receive to make 
something happen on a computer during a 
particular message.

Watch the 
sharks 

swimming!
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 We have only presented some of the vast 
SimplyWorks range in this presentation, and 
we’re continually adding new ones...

 ...like our new Kinetic which is a kinesthetic
learning device.learning device.



 SimplyWorks is all about flexibility and ease of use.

 We hope this presentation has given you some 
ideas on how best to use the range to create new 
and fun activities with good learning outcomes.

 Questions? We love to receive them! Email 
pretorian@pretorianuk.com and we’ll get back to pretorian@pretorianuk.com and we’ll get back to 
you within 24 hours.

 Thanks for watching!
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